
TransiTion 2017
MonDaY 19TH JUnE – FriDaY 14TH JULY

Everyone knows that with all new beginnings comes big change. 
Bigfoot have ,therefore, created a programme of inspiring 
projects that can help students celebrate their past experiences 
whilst exploring transition creatively with their peers.

An alternative in to an established programme delivered  
by a new face is both refreshing and memorable for pupils. 
Calm, cool and considerate – brilliant! 
BP, Bude Junior School 

sEConDarY TransiTion

Big sTEps (Workshop)

Students participate in a full day workshop with their class in order to confront, discuss and 
challenge the emotional and practical implications involved with ‘moving on’. They will explore the 
anxieties and worries they have about starting Secondary school through a range of exercises and 
role-plays. Together they will delve into the various coping strategies they might use as well  
as celebrating the positive aspects of moving on.

Students will not only create their own origami paper boats in order to explore the ‘cargo’ they 
are looking forward to taking with them, as well as what they would like to leave behind, but they 
will also devise their own short play using the morning’s issues to create scenes and images that 
demonstrate what starting Secondary School means to them.

* Please note that for larger schools, we can deliver a shorter 2 hour workshop for each class upon request.

onWarDs anD UpWarDs (pLAY)

This brand new 60 minute performance is perfect for larger groups of students to watch together, 
especially on induction days, or as post a SATS treat. An updated version of our hugely successful 
and much enjoyed play ‘Moving On Up’ and based on real life experiences , it delves into the lives 
and minds of two students as they make the move from Primary to Secondary school. Providing 
a humorous insight into the various concerns associated with moving on, ‘Onwards and Upwards’ 
aims to reassure students, alleviate any fears and anxieties and moreover explore coping  
strategies and the positive elements of transition. It is the perfect opportunity to celebrate new 
beginnings in a positive and enjoyable way.

Why not invite other Year 6 students from neighbouring primary schools or past Year 6 
students to participate?

 NEW  
FOR  
2017



FOR mORE iNFORmaTiON OR TO  
makE a BOOkiNg PlEaSE cONTacT 
 t: 0800 6446034   e: bookings@bigfootartseducation.co.uk 
www.bigfootartseducation.co.uk 

TransiTion For EYFs & Ks1

LiTTLE sTEps (Workshops)

We are also delighted to be able to offer schools the option of booking our ‘Little Steps’ workshops 
for younger students who are preparing themselves for the move between key stages. Using many 
of the same activities, but adapted for year 2 students, our facilitators will focus on the challenges 
they will face being in KS2 or ‘Junior School’, various new opportunities they will be able to enjoy 
being in Year 3, as well as some of the new responsibilities they will encounter in September. 

EvErYTHing CHangEs… (Group storYteLLinG) 

The Story Tree Stories are Bigfoot’s collection of exciting, interactive early years programmes for 
foundation stage children. 

In the Rainbow clearing in the forest things are changing. The story tree wants to do something 
completely different; instead of collecting stories it wants to WRITE ITS’ OWN. Everyone in the  
forest is worried about this. Especially Tara, she doesn’t want everything to change, she’s happy 
with life as it is! 

A story tree tale about change and its ups and downs….. 

All programmes are accompanied by an activity pack which includes information sheets, 
worksheets and pre & post workshop ideas to help make our visit completely sustainable.


